Why Complex Processes
Stall Your Automation
& Digitization Efforts
Complex processes can be a significant driver of
an organization’s success or a daunting challenge,
depending on how they’re solved.
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Traditional technology or strategy-transformation
initiatives typically command IT’s time, attention,
and resources—often resulting in multi-year, all-handson-deck projects. But what about the more obscure
processes that, as technology and operations evolve,
slowly slink into the shadows and remain
there untouched? This e-book will shine a light on
the value of solving complex processes, which can
be a large contributor—or a huge hindrance—to an
organization’s success.
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Defining Complex Processes
Some complex processes require proactive management by knowledge
workers. Many (but not all) complex processes are more manual and
knowledge-based and feed into core processes peripherally.
Let’s explore a few examples within banking to highlight where core and
complex processes differ. Core processes include events like:

1

Applying for a new credit card

complex and requires input from knowledge workers, but the frequency
for any one client is low. In banking, the power of attorney form, where
a client grants someone rights to make decisions on their behalf, is one

2

Getting a mortgage

such example.

3

Downloading a mobile banking app

There are a lot of complexities that go into the power of attorney process,
but it’s a workflow that’s kind of tucked away. When someone is asked to

There are myriad complex processes that support these core business
functions. For example, a client could be applying for an interest rate
change on their credit card, or they may wish to add a beneficiary
to their mortgage. These complex processes feed into the upstream core
processes in an important way, but they’re not as high profile because
they’re not generating the new client. Still, these complex processes are a
key part of the relationship you have with those clients.
Another example of a complex process is an event or activity that is
important to clients but is very circumstantial. This type of process is

handle it, they must fumble through what needs to be done.

By the virtue of change, all core processes can
potentially transform into complex processes.
Over time, complex processes don’t command the same attention and
resources that core processes do. As a result, they often get classified as
legacy processes and have little to no proactive management. However,
individually and cumulatively, complex processes have a massive impact
on an organization’s success—making them a problem IT and business
teams can no longer ignore.
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“If you’re only solving for core
processes, you’re not seeing
where complex processes could
add value on their own, or how
their dysfunction could cause
core processes to break.”
– Art Harrison, Co-Founder, Daylight

Redefining The Importance of Complex Processes
Like a boat with a small tear in its sail, complex processes don’t always
throw the ship off-course. But over time, one small tear turns into a rip and
then a giant hole—completely taking the wind out of an organization’s sails.
A vital core process has the organizational momentum and priority for improvements to be made,
and justifiably so. As a standalone, a process that’s core to your business is worth major investment.
For instance, it may take a dedicated team of developers, project managers, and other knowledge workers
to coordinate how to accelerate onboarding new clients at a bank or automate claims processing at an
insurance organization.
Even if a complex process can be quickly addressed by IT support, most organizations won’t even
entertain solving it unless there’s a strong case that doing so will yield a high return year over year.
This is an oversight for a few key reasons:
You will still need to spend money because the teams impacted by complex processes often
buy costly enterprise solutions.
If you have a handful of complex processes across your organization and each team finds their
own technology solution, you could be faced with hundreds of new technologies that each
require IT support.
IT departments have little to gain when they brush off complex processes, because ultimately
the organization will lose money over time.
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The Rise of Low-Code Process
Automation Technologies
Since improving complex processes has the potential to proliferate into a time and resource-intensive
project, solving them used to be a tough sell. But with the right low-code process automation, the ROI is
much more attractive.
With a low-code process automation platform, you can solve complex processes in just days—without
displacing your tech stack, draining your budget, or disrupting IT. And it allows business users to build and
automate processes, for a more complete solution.
Low-code technology allows organizations to automate data collection, eliminate paper-based processes,
augment RPA, and digitize complex processes—quickly and cost-effectively.
Digitize any process in days, not months.
Automate data collection for internal and external workflows.
Transform document-centric processes into personalized digital experiences.
Strengthen robotic process automation (RPA) to achieve automation at scale.
Empower teams to build personalized, digital, self-service experiences for any interaction.
Accelerate roll-out and the effectiveness of multi-disciplinary fusion teams with a universal app
and/or workflow-building capabilities.
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What makes low-code process automation platforms truly compelling is
that the technology is easy for IT and business teams to use. Business
users can build the ideal experience to guide their teams while helping
clients provide the right information. Teams can get up and running in just
days, often 8-12 months sooner than costly vendor solutions, with:

Solving Complex Processes with Low-Code Tech
1

Help your teams do more, without overspending on specialized
software that IT will have to support.

2

Create a more cohesive, consistent brand experience across all
touches.

3

Allow teams to focus on their top priorities, without the burden
of ad hoc solutions.

4

Streamline data collection workflows.

Less upfront investment
Greater flexibility and customization
Seamless scalability

Leave Your Tech Stack Intact
Low-code process automation platforms seamlessly integrate with your
existing tech stack and allows anyone to create a guided, personalized
journey for any business process. No need to “rip and replace.”
With a low-code process automation platform, you can quickly build a
customized, highly personalized client and employee experience and
iterate and enhance your ROI as you go.

But a low-code process automation platform doesn’t—or shouldn’t—mean
that everything about the solution is low code. The IT department may wish
to centrally manage the workflow, the data, or other areas. And, naturally,
developers want to write code. A robust low-code platform simply lowers
the barriers.
The right technology should tick all the boxes for IT and development
teams while allowing subject matter experts to build their own business
rules and process logic. That way, IT can extend the functionality of,
and work within, the models they’ve already built.
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Selecting the Right Low-Code
Process Automation Platform
The right low-code process automation platform should:
Support IT & Business Users: The right solution should strike a balance between what pieces
of the platform IT can govern and what the end user can do. Look for a vendor that provides
guardrails for business users and centralized control over areas like workflow, integrations,
and data management.
Empower Citizen Developers: To solve complex processes, organizations must adopt technology
that supports a citizen developer model. It should enable a singular support and governance model,
allowing key stakeholders to build digital solutions easily, without coding.
Maximize Your ROI: Look for vendors that work on a usage-based model and allow you to iterate
over time. That way, your teams can focus on scaling your solutions instead of paying a large
upfront cost for technology with no flexibility.
Keep Your Data Secure: Choose a vendor that doesn’t store or “lock in” your data. If these criteria
aren’t met, a solution can show all the promise in the world, but compliance and security won’t
accept the inherent risk.
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How Daylight Can Help
With Daylight, BMO Financial Group saw a 300%
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Daylight’s low-code process automation platform allows enterprise
teams to easily solve their complex processes, rapidly build and
deploy custom digital solutions, and automate at scale. With Daylight,
there’s no need to write code or disrupt your current processes and
technology. With one easy-to-use platform, your teams can quickly
build personalized self-service touchpoints and digitize documentcentric workflows in harmony with your IT landscape. Get in touch
to learn how Daylight’s low-code solution can turn your complex
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processes into a key driver of your organization’s success.
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